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Figure 1: Some objects of our test suite: body of
a car, lock of a car door, and a set of pipes. (Data
courtesy of VW and BMW)

Abstract
We present a novel framework for hierarchical collision detection that can be applied to virtually all
bounding volume (BV) hierarchies. It allows an application to trade quality for speed. Our algorithm
yields an estimation of the quality, so that applications can specify the desired quality. In a timecritical system, applications can specify the maximum time budget instead, and quantitatively assess
the quality of the results returned by the collision
detection afterwards.
Our framework stores various characteristics
about the average distribution of the set of polygons with each node in a BV hierarchy, taking only
minimal additional memory footprint and construction time. We call such augmented BV hierarchies
average-distribution trees or ADB-trees.
We have implemented our new approach by augmenting AABB trees and present performance measurements and comparisons with a very fast previous algorithm, namely the DOP-tree. The results
show a speedup of about a factor 3 to 6 with only
approximately 4% error.
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Introduction

Fast collision detection of polygonal objects is
needed in many highly interactive applications such
as virtual prototyping and 3D games. Most of these
applications simulate some kind of more or less realistic object behavior.
It has often been noted previously, that the perceived quality of a virtual environment and, in fact,
most interactive 3D applications, crucially depends
on the real-time response to collisions [18]. At
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the same time, humans cannot distinguish between
physically correct and physically plausible behavior of objects (at least up to some degree) [4]. Since
collision detection is still the major bottleneck of
many of these simulations, it is obvious that this is
where we can achieve the best speedup.
Therefore, we introduce the novel framework of
collision detection using an average-case approach,
thus extending the set of techniques for plausible
simulation. To our knowledge, this is the first time
that the quality of collision detection can be decreased in a controlled way (while increasing the
speed), such that a numeric measure of the quality
of the results is obtained.
Conceptually, the main idea of the new algorithm
is to consider sets of polygons at inner nodes of
the BV hierarchy, and then, during traversal, check
pairs of sets of polygons. However, we neither
check pairs of polygons derived from such a pair
of polygon sets, nor store any polygons with the
nodes. Instead, based on a small number of parameters describing the distribution within the polygon
sets, we will derive an estimation of the probability
that there exists a pair of intersecting polygons.
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Related Work

Bounding volume hierarchies have proven to be a
very efficient data structure for rigid collision detection, and, to some extent, for deformable objects.
One of the design choices with BV trees is the
type of BV. In the past, a wealth of BV types has
been explored, such as spheres [8, 16], OBBs [7],
DOPs [12, 21], Boxtrees [1, 22], AABBs [13, 19],
and convex hulls [6].
Alternatives to BV hierarchies are approaches
that utilize the graphics hardware [14,15,17]. However, all of them compete with the rendering module for the graphics resources (unless one spends
another board just for the collision detection).
BV hierarchies lend themselves well to timecritical collision detection, i.e., the scheduler interrupts the traversal when the time budget is exhausted. This has been observed by several reMunich, Germany, November 19–21, 2003

Conceptually, the intersection volume of A and
B, A ∩ B, is partitioned into a regular grid (see Figure 2). If a cell contains enough polygons of one
BV, we call it a possible collision cell and if a cell
is a possible collision cell with respect to A and also
with respect to B, we call it a collision cell (a more
precise definition is given in Section 3.2). Given
the number of possible collision cells from A and
B, resp., we can compute the probability that there
are at least x collision cells in A ∩ B. This probability can be used to estimate the probability that
the polygons from A and B intersect. For the computations, we assume that the probability of being
a possible collision cell is evenly distributed among
all cells of the partitioning because we are looking
for an algorithm that works well in the average case
where the polygons are uniformly distributed in the
BVs.
An outline of our traversal algorithm is shown
in Figure 3. Function computeProb estimates the
probability of an intersection between the polygon
sets of two BVs. By descending first into those subtrees that have highest probability, we can quickly
increase the confidence in the result and determine
the end of the traversal. Basically, we are now dealing with priorities of pairs of nodes, which we maintain in a priority queue.
The quality and speed of the collision detection
strongly depends on the accuracy of the probability computation. Several factors contribute to that,
such as the kind of partitioning and the size of the
polygons relative to the size of the cells.
There are two other important parameters in our
traversal algorithm, pmin and kmin , that affect the
quality and the speed of the collision detection.
Both can be specified by the application every time
it performs a collision detection. A pair of collision nodes is found if the probability of an intersection between their associated polygons is larger
than pmin . A collision is reported if at least kmin
such pairs have been found. The smaller pmin or
kmin , the shorter is the runtime and, in most cases,
the more errors are made.
The remainder of this section explains this framework more precisely in a top-down manner.

searchers [5, 8]. Hubbard presented the idea of
interruptible collision detection using sphere trees
[8]. Dingliana and O’Sullivan [5] are concerned
with modelling contacts based on interrupted sphere
tree traversals. The method described there can
be applied in our framework too. However, they
do not provide any theoretical foundations concerning the error incurred by an incomplete traversal. In addition, their methods do not support
application-driven “levels-of-detail” of collision detection, where the application can specify an allowable error rate beforehand.
A different approach to reducing query times is
to try to learn and model the query probability distribution either before the hierarchy construction [2]
or at runtime [3] (i.e., the construction is done ondemand). However, our framework can be combined with theirs very well and easily.
Probabilistic methods have been applied to other
problems of computer graphics, such as out-of-core
walkthroughs [9] and the randomized z-buffer [20].
To our knowledge, however, there is neither literature about probabilistic collision detection nor
about algorithms using a probabilistic analysis or
an average-case approach to control the quality and
speed of collision detection.

3

Controlling the Error

Virtually all hierarchical collision detection approaches traverse the hierarchies simultaneously by
an algorithm, which allows to quickly zoom into areas of close proximity. As mentioned in the previous section, it is, of course, possible to just cut off
this traversal any time the application or scheduler
deems suitable. The problem with this approach is
that it gives no hint as to the confidence in the result.
In contrast, our novel approach enables an application to trade accuracy for speed in a controlled
fashion, so that it always has a “measure of confidence” into the result reported by the algorithm.
Figure 2: We partition the
polygon in BV A
intersection volume by a
grid. Then, we determine
the probability that there
are collision cells where
BV A
polygons of different obpolygon in BV B
jects can intersect (highBV B
lighted in grey).

3.1

3.2 Terms and Definitions
For the sake of accuracy and conciseness, we introduce the following terms and definitions. We treat
the terms bounding volume (BV) and node of a hierarchy synonymous. A and B will always denote
BVs of two different hierarchies.

Overview of our Approach

Our idea is to guide and to abort the traversal by the
probability that a pair of BVs contains intersecting
polygons.
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traverse(A, B)
priorityQueue q; k:=0;
q.insert(A, B, 1);
while q is not empty do
A, B := q.pop;
for all children A[i] and B[j] do
p := computeProb(A[i], B[j]);
if p ≥ pmin
k:=k+1;
if k ≥ kmin return ”collision” ;
if p > 0 q.insert(A[i], B[j], p);
return ”no collision” ;

Figure 4: A cubic collision cell
c with side length a. Areac (A)
and Areac (B) must
√ be at least
MaxArea(c) = a2 2, which is exactly the area of the two quadrangles.

bound for the probability that a collision occurs in c
is denoted as LB(cA∩B ).
Let us conclude this subsection by the following
important definition.
Definition 5 (P r[c(A ∩ B) ≥ x ]) The probability that at least x collision cells exist in A ∩ B is
denoted as P r[c(A ∩ B) ≥ x].

Figure 3: Our algorithm traverses two BV hierarchies by maintaining a priority queue of BV pairs
sorted by the probability of an intersection.

Overall, given the probability P r[c(A∩B) ≥ 1],
a lower bound for the probability that the polygons
from A and B intersect is given by

Definition 1 All polygons of the object contained
in BV A or intersecting A are denoted as P (A).
Let c be a cell of the partitioning of A ∩ B. The
total area of all polygons in P (A) clipped against
cell c is denoted as Areac (A).
MaxArea(c) denotes the area of the largest polygon that can be contained completely in cell c.

P r[P (A) ∩ P (B) 6= ?] ≥
P r[c(A ∩ B) ≥ 1] · LB(cA∩B ).

(1)

A better lower bound is given in Section 3.6.2,
where x > 1 is used for P r[c(A ∩ B) ≥ x]. Section 3.6.1 will derive P r[c(A ∩ B) ≥ x], while
Section 3.6.3 will derive LB(cA∩B ).

Definition 2 (possible collision cell) Given a BV
A and a cell c. c is a possible collision cell, if
Areac (A) ≥ MaxArea(c).

3.3

ADB-Trees

As mentioned before, our approach is applicable
to virtually all BV hierarchies by augmenting them
with a simple description of the distribution of the
set of polygons. The resulting hierarchies are called
ADB trees. In the following, we explicitly mention
the type of BV only if necessary.
Our function computeProb(A, B) needs to estimate the probability P r[c(A ∩ B) ≥ x] that is defined in the previous section. However, partitioning
A ∩ B during runtime is too expensive.
Therefore, we partition each BV during the construction of the hierarchy into a fixed number of
cuboidal cells, and then we count the number of
possible collision cell according to Definition 2 and
store it with the node. Note that, thanks to our
average-case approach making the assumption that
each cell of the partitioning has the same probability
to be a possible collision cell, we are not interested
in exactly which cells are possible collision cells,
but only in their number. As a consequence, this additional parameter per node incurs only a very small
increase in the memory footprint of the BV hierarchy. It is computed during preprocessing after the
construction of the BV hierarchy. We explain this
computation more precisely in Section 3.4.
Note that we do not need to store any polygons
or pointers to polygons in leaf nodes. A possible

Definition 3 (collision cell) Given two intersecting
BVs A and B as well as a partitioning of A ∩ B.
Then, A and B have a (common) collision cell iff
∃c : Areac (A) ≥ MaxArea(c) ∧ Areac (B) ≥
MaxArea(c) (with suitably chosen MaxArea(c)).
Definitions 2 and 3 are actually the first steps
towards computing the probability of an intersection among the polygons of a pair of BVs. In
particular, definition 3 is motivated by the following observation. Consider a cubic cell c with side
length a, containing exactly one polygon from A
and B, resp. Assuming Areac (A) = Areac (B) =
MaxArea(c), then we must have exactly the configuration shown in Figure 4, i.e.,
√ an intersection,
if we choose MaxArea(c) = a2 2. Obviously, a
set of polygons is not planar (usually), so even if
Areac (A) > MaxArea(c) there might still not be
an intersection. But since almost all practical objects have bounded curvature in most vertices, the
approximation by a planar polygon fits better and
better as the polygon set covers smaller and smaller
a surface of the object.
Definition 4 (LB(cA∩B )) Given an arbitrary collision cell c from the partitioning of A ∩ B. A lower
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Vol(A0 ) ≤ Vol(cA ), which is the size of one cell
of A. If such a child node contains enough polygons (in some sense), then we increase pc(A) by
1. Therefore, we do not need to partition A into
a grid and test each cell. Of course, the recursive
search for such cells could end at a leaf node A0 .
Then, if this node contains enough polygons, we approximate the number of possible collision cells by
Vol(A0 )
1
pc(A0 ) := 1 · Vol(c
· r Vol(A
. Due to space
0)
A)

intersection is determined solely based on the probabilities described so far.
In addition to the ADB-trees, we will need
a number of lookup tables in order to compute
P r[c(A ∩ B) ≥ x] efficiently (see Section 3.6).
Fortunately, they do not depend on the objects nor
on the type of BV, so we need to precompute the
lookup tables only once.

3.4

Counting Possible Collision Cells

3

Vol(cA )

We propose two algorithms for computing the number of possible collision cells. It is convenient to do
this after the BV hierarchy has already been built.
The first one is very simple and computes an exact value of the number. It partitions each node
into a grid, clips the polygons associated with the
node, inserts the fragments into the grid, and counts
the number of possible collision cells. Assuming a
complete binary BV hierarchy, the runtime of this
algorithm can be estimated as

limitations, this is only discussed in the extended
version of this paper [10].
Let c2 denote the cost for checking one node if
it is a possible collision cell. Then, the runtime for
computing pc(A) for all nodes can be estimated by

T1 = c1 n log m + c01 m

because for a node with depth i maximal 2d−i+1 −2
child nodes have to be checked.
Obviously, T2 is better, because c01 À log m, and
because c1 is a very expensive operation compared
to c2 . Indeed, our experiments in Section 4 show
that our second algorithm is substantially faster so
that it can be performed at startup time.

T2 =

i=0

c2 2 i (

2d+1
− 2)
2i

= c2 2d+1 (d − 1) + 2 ≤ c2 m log m

where n is the number of polygons and m is the
number of nodes in the hierarchy. c1 is the cost of
clipping and inserting one polygon, while c01 is the
(average) cost of counting the number of possible
collision cells of one node.
posColCells(A, A0 )
pc := 0;
if Vol(A0 ) ≤ Vol(cA ) then
if Area(A0 ) ≥ MaxArea(cA ) then
return 1;
else
if A0 is a leaf then
if Area(A0 ) ≥ MaxArea(A0 ) then
Vol(A0 )
1
return 1 · Vol(c
· r Vol(A
;
0)
A)
3
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3.5

Probability Parameters

As will be explained in Section 3.6, P r[c(A∩B) ≥
x] can be computed from 3 parameters only:
s = # cells contained in A ∩ B,
sA = # possible collision cells from A in A ∩ B,
sB = # possible collision cells from B in A ∩ B.
They can be determined very fast during the collision detection process [11]. Figure 6 gives an
overview of the algorithm computeProb(A, B).

Vol(cA )

else
for all children A0 [i] do
pc := pc+ posColCells(A, A0 [i]);
return pc;

computeProb(A, B)
compute s, sA , sB ;
look up for P r[c(A ∩ B) ≥ x]
using (s, sA , sB );
estimate P r[P (A) ∩ P (B) 6= ?] by
P r[c(A ∩ B) ≥ x] and LB(cA∩B );

Figure 5: The number of possible collision cells
in BV A can be approximated efficiently by
propagating polygon areas up through the tree.
cA denotes an arbitrary cell of A, pc(A) :=
posColCells(A, A).

Figure 6: computeProb(A, B) estimates the probability P r[P (A)∩P (B) 6= ?] by only 3 parameters
that can be efficiently computed on-the-fly.

The second algorithm approximates the number
of possible collision cells, pc(A), for a node A by
the algorithm shown in Figure 5. Its main idea is to
use the sub-tree of A for the computation of pc(A).
The algorithm looks for child nodes A0 of A with

3.6

Probability Computations

In this section, we explain the computation of the
probability P r[c(A ∩ B) ≥ x] and its usage.
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P (B) 6= ?] can be computed by

3.6.1 Probability of collision cells

P r[P (A) ∩ P (B) 6= ?] ≥

Given a partitioning of A ∩ B and the numbers
s, sA , sB , the question is: what is the probability
that at least x of the s cells are possible collision
cells of the sA cells and are also possible collision
cells of the sB cells? This is the probability that at
least x collision cells exit.
Note that the sA + sB possible collision cells are
randomly but not independently distributed among
the s cells: obviously, it can never happen that two
or more of the sA or sB , resp., possible collision
cells are distributed on the same cell. This problem
can be stated more abstractly and generalized by the
following definition.

max

x≤min{sA ,sB }

Figure 7: Probability P r[P (A) ∩ P (B) 6= ?] for
a fixed s (=300). Left: LB(cA∩B ) = 0.5, right:
LB(cA∩B ) = 0.1.

Now, let us determine P r[# filled bins ≥ x].
The probability, that exactly
t of the

 u bins get a
red and a blue ball, is wt u−w
/ uv .
v−t
Thus, the probability that at least x of the u bins
get a red and a blue ball, is
P r[# filled bins ≥ x] = 1 −

t=0

3.6.2

u−w
v−t

u
v

(3)

because 1 − (1 − LB(cA∩B )) denotes a lower
bound for the probability that in at least one of the
x collision cells a collision takes place. Note that, if
we use the approximation shown in Observation 1,
this is not a lower bound any longer, but only a good
estimation of it.
In practice, it is sufficient to evaluate Equation 3
for small x, because for realistic values of s, sA , sB ,
and LB(cA∩B ) it assumes the maximum at a small
x. Consequently, we bound x by a small number
(e.g., 10) in Equation 3. To give an overview of the
behaviour of P r[P (A) ∩ P (B) 6= ?], Figure 7
visualizes Equation 3 for different sA and sB (x
is bounded as described above). Summarizing this
section, in order to get a better lower bound for the
collision probability, P r[P (A) ∩ P (B) 6= ?] can
be computed by Equation 3 instead of Equation 1.

Observation 1
P r[c(A ∩ B) ≥ x] ≈ P r[# filled bins ≥ x].



o


x

If u = s, v = sA and w = sB , this definition
is related to our original problem by the following
observation, because we assume that each cell of
the partitioning has the same probability of being a
possible collision cell.

w
t

P r[c(A ∩ B) ≥ x]·

1 − (1 − LB(cA∩B ))x

Definition 6 (P r[# f illed bins ≥ x]) Given u
bins, v blue balls, and w red balls. The balls
are randomly thrown into the u bins, whereby a
bin never gets two or more red or two or more
blue balls. The probability that at least x of the
u bins get a red and a blue ball is denoted as
P r[# filled bins ≥ x].

x−1
X

n

3.6.3 Probability of intersection in a cell
We have already shown how to estimate LB(cA∩B )
in a previous paper [11]. Therefore, we only give
the solution for estimating it. Let dA and dB denote the depth of node A and B in their respective
BV hierarchies and dmaxA , dmaxB the maximum
depths of the hierarchies. Then,



(2)

Probability of collision

Until now, for computing a lower bound for
P r[P (A) ∩ P (B) 6= ?] (see Equation 1) we have
only used the probability that at least one collision cell exists in A ∩ B. Although the algorithm
achieves very good quality using only that probability, we can improve the lower bound by using the
probability that several collision cells are in the intersection, i.e., by using P r[c(A ∩ B) ≥ x], x > 1.
Let a partitioning of A ∩ B be given. Then,
a lower bound for the probability P r[P (A) ∩

LB(cA∩B ) ≈

4

dA + dB
.
dmaxA + dmaxB

Results

Because our approach is applicable to most hierarchical BV hierarchies, we have decided to implement two basic data structures, namely an octree
and an AABB tree, that are used in many VR applications and that can easily be turned into ADBtrees. The construction heuristic of the AABB tree
999

4.2

is the same as that used for the restricted boxtree
[22]. Our measurements show that the AABB tree
performs better than the octree by a factor > 3.
Therefore, all the following benchmarks were performed using our ADB-tree based on AABBs.
As mentioned in Section 3.1, the quality of the
collision detection depends, to some extent, on the
number of cells a BV is partitioned into. According to our experiments, 83 cells are optimal. The
number of possible collision cells can be computed
by our algorithms shown in Section 3.4. For our
models, the exact algorithm needs about 2 minutes
on average for the computation of possible collision
cells for one complete BV hierarchy, while the approximative algorithm needs only less than 2 seconds, for our most complex model of 200,000 polygons. All our measurements were performed using
the exact algorithm, but the approximative one reduces the quality of the collision detection only by
about 0.2% points on average.
We implemented our new algorithm in C++. As
of yet, the implementation is not fully optimized.
In the following, all results have been obtained on a
2.4 GHz Pentium-IV with 1 GB main memory.
For timing the performance and measuring the
quality of our algorithm, we have used a set of
CAD objects, each of them with varying complexities (see Figure 1 in the Color Plates Appendix).
Benchmarking is performed by the procedure
proposed in Zachmann [22], which computes average collision detection times for a range of distances
between two identical objects.

4.1

Time and Quality versus Complexity

Each plot in Figure 9 shows the runtime for a model
of varying complexity (the legend gives the number
of polygons per object). In most cases, the runtime
is fairly independent of the complexity.
Figure 10 shows the error rates corresponding to
the timings in Figure 9. Here, the error is defined
as the percentage of wrong detections. For measuring them, we have compared our results with
an exact approach. Only collision tests are considered where at least the outer BVs, which enclose the
whole objects, intersect. Apparently, the error rates
are always relatively low and mostly independent of
the complexities: on average, only 1.89% (sharan),
1.54% (door lock), and 2.10% (pipes) wrong collisions are reported if the objects have a distance between 0.4 and 2.1, and about 3.19% (sharan), 1.71%
(door lock), and 3.15% (pipes) wrong collisions are
reported for distances between 1 and 2.

4.3

Time versus Quality

In this section, we examine how the runtime depends on the quality of the collision detection.
As mentioned in Section 3.1, the runtime and the
quality can be influenced by the values of pmin and
kmin (see also Figure 3): the smaller pmin or kmin ,
the shorter is the runtime and, usually, the more errors are made.
Figure 11 on the left shows the correlation between the runtime and pmin (car, 20026 polygons).
The corresponding error rates are shown in the middle. Obviously, as pmin increases the error rate decreases. There are a few exceptions, where more
errors are made when using a larger pmin . We conjecture that this is caused by pairs of BVs where
corresponding polygons (that do intersect) have a
low probability of intersection. For pmin = 0.9 and
pmin = 0.99 the errors differ only by less than 2%
points while for pmin = 0.9 and pmin = 0.5 the
errors differ by about 5% points on average (object
distances between 1.2 and 2).
In Figure 11 (right) the timings for different kmin
(the number of pairs of collision nodes that have to
be found before the traversal stops) are compared
(car, 20026 polygons). Due to space limitations, the
corresponding errors can only be found in the extended version of this paper [10]. Only about 0.2%
points less errors are made if kmin increases from 5
to 10, while 2% points less errors occur if kmin is
changed from 1 to 5 (object distances between 1.2
and 2). Comparing the timings for kmin = 5 and
kmin = 10, it is questionable whether an increase

Distribution of Possible Collision Cells

One premise of our average-case approach is the
assumption that the probability of being a possible
collision cell is evenly distributed among all cells
of the partitioning (see Section 3.1). Here, we give
some empirical results suggesting that in practical
cases this assumption is actually valid.
Given an ADB-tree, we can identify corresponding cells of all nodes by a number x ∈
{1, . . . , 512}. Thus, for all x we can count over
all nodes how often that cell is a possible collision
cell throughout the tree (this number db(x) ≤ n).
Figure 8 shows the distribution of the possible
collision cells for different models with varying
complexities.
Obviously, our assumption seems to be met by
almost all objects occurring in practice. An exception might be the door-lock model with 207 290
polygons, where max{db(x)} and min{db(x)} are
about 30% larger and smaller than the average.
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Figure 8: Histogram of the number of times, db(x), cell x occurred as a possible collision cell in the
ADB-tree. The number in parentheses in the legend gives the number of polygons.
An interesting extension of our new algorithm
would be the modelling of contacts, and an estimation of separation distance or penetration depth.

in accuracy by 0.2% points justifies a decrease in
speed by a factor ≈ 2.3.

4.4

Performance Comparison
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Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have presented a general method to
turn a conventional hierarchical collision detection
algorithm into one that uses probability estimations
to decrease the quality of collision detection in a
controlled way. To our knowledge, this is the first
approach to this problem.
Our approach is made possible by augmenting
traditional BV hierarchies with just a few additional parameters per node, which are utilized during traversal to efficiently compute the probability
of a collision occurring among the polygons of a
pair of BVs.
We have implemented our new ADB-trees
(average-distribution trees) based on AABBs and
octrees and present performance measurements and
comparisons with a fast traditional algorithm. The
results show a speedup of about a factor 3 to 6 with
only about 4% error on average. Furthermore, error rates and performance are almost independent
of the number of polygons.
Currently, we are investigating the exploitation
of curvature distributions in order to improve error
rates and performance.
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Figure 9: Timings for different models and different polygon counts (kmin = 10 and pmin = 0.99). Also,
a runtime comparison to a DOP tree is shown (see Section 4.4).
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Figure 10: Error rates corresponding to the timings in Figure 9.
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Figure 11: Runtime and error comparisons for the car body with 20,000 polygons. Left, center: timings
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